GERMAN HANGARS AND AEROPLANE SHEDS
Part One
via Barry Gray
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NA file AIR1/1214/204/5/2632 is titled ‘Photographs
of types of hangars, sheds and shelters on German
Aerodromes’. It appears to have been compiled by
RAF Intelligence in the immediate post-war period and
comprises annotated photographs, some ground shots
obviously taken on captured aerodromes and vertical
aerial reconnaissance photographs. The compiler(s) used
this material to classify the various styles of hangars and
aeroplane sheds. In addition to the photographs, the fi le
contains both floor plans and 3-view drawings to illustrate
the structures. As well as hangars and sheds, ancillary
building such as fuel stores, bomb stores, power houses,
dug-outs and machine gun post are also covered.
This series will provide a summary of the information
given in the fi le. Diagrams have been re-drawn and while the
majority of the photocopied photographs are unsuitable for
reproduction here, Greg VanWyngarden has kindly provided
alternatives.

Those window panels had external canvas flaps which could
close them off. The flap which formed the front of the hangar
was raised, as an awning, to provide access for machines. It
could be pulled back onto the sloping roof behind or held in
the horizontal position by temporary poles, as shown in the
header photograph.
Hangar Type B
The information provided on this style is quite vague and
based on a single aerial reconnaissance photograph of Basuel
aerodrome date 1 October 1918, with a note stating that it had
not been possible to obtain a ground photograph, suggesting,
perhaps, that the Type B was not in large-scale use. The
approximate measurements given are a width of 90ft and a
depth of 50ft and the hangar was described as being able to
accommodate one large twin-engine machine or two large twoseaters (LVG etc) or 3 scouts. The aerial photograph appears
to show the hangars to have been of a rectangular shape.

HANGARS
In WWI terminology, a hangar was a temporary,
transportable canvas structure while an aeroplane shed was
a more permanent fi xture, of timber or brick construction
with timber or corrugated sheeting as cladding.
Two styles of German hangar were identified and given the
classifications Types A and B.
Hangar Type A
Illustrated by a vertical aerial photograph of Nivelles
aerodrome (dated 4 November 1918) and a German
photograph of Fokker D.VIIs in front of those structures at
that site, the fi le describes the Type A as being a small canvas
hangar that could accommodate one large two-seater (DFW
or LVG) or two scouts. Conflicting dimensions are given: the
brief text states the width to have been 55ft and the depth 40ft,
while a simplified floor also gives the width as 55ft but the
depth as approximately 35ft.
This hangar style will be familiar to anyone who has looked at
the background to photographs of German aircraft. It appears
to have been very similar to the British RE type hangar.
The canvas covering was supported by tent poles which
were braced by guy ropes. The main guy ropes ran externally
but others were inside the covering and served to create
sloping side walls, probably in an attempt to drain rain water
away. Transparent window panels were let into the side walls,
to allow light inside when the entrance opening was closed.

Above: Type A hangars at Toulis March 1918.

: Greg VanWyngarden

Below: What may have been a captured Type B hangar.

: CCI Archive
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